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Suffering is a philosophical problem, but it is much more. It is deeply personal. Why is this

happening to me? How can I respond to friends and family in pain and loss, and to people in my

care? Richard Rice guides readers through the seven most significant theodiciesâ€•approaches that

have been used to make sense of suffering in light of God's justice or control. He considers the

strengths and weaknesses of each option, while always guiding us toward greater understanding

and compassion. Rice goes further by offering guidelines for constructing a personal framework for

dealing practically with suffering, one that draws from philosophy, ethics, theology and real-world

experience. Intending for each of us to find a response to our suffering that is both intellectually

satisfying and personally authentic, Rice provides the resources for meeting this challenge. He

weaves together the theoretical side of the theodicies with personal stories of people who have

experienced great suffering. While no framework can perfectly account for the problem of pain, we

are left with the overarching insight that suffering never has the final word.
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"The 'why me? why now?' question is probably the most common response of people undergoing

serious illness or loss. There are no answers to these questions, just the assurance that with time,

and in the presence of compassionate clinicians, chaplains and loved ones, people may find

answers for themselves. Rice's book provides a theological roadmap for patients in their reflections

on their suffering to assist them in their journey toward inner peace and healing." (Christina M.

Puchalski, professor of medicine and health sciences, director of The George Washington Institute



for Spirituality and Health, The George Washington University)"Those who suffer know two things:

that suffering calls for silence and that, eventually, it seeks to be understood. Richard Rice respects

this double knowledge, honors the limits of what we can say in a crisis and humbly surveys a range

of responses to suffering to help his readers speak faithfully in and of painâ€•their own, and others'."

(Matt Jenson, Torrey Honors Institute, Biola University)"Never have I read a philosophical reflection

that identifies so deeply with the experience of human suffering. Rice explores the greatest answers

to the question, why does God allow suffering? in light of that experience. Here, finally, is a resource

for caregivers and those who seek to understand how so much pain could exist in a divinely created

world." (Philip Clayton, author of Transforming Christian Theology)"Suffering and the Search for

Meaning is a beautiful book. Richard Rice writes gracefully, gently, wisely and sensitively about this

most troubling and persistent problemâ€•the pain and suffering of our lives and the lives of those we

love. Rice provides a careful and accessible engagement with the most enduring 'solutions' that

theologians and philosophers have offered to this problem. He is always careful to give each one its

best hearing but never shies away from probing the weaknesses of a particular theodicy. He draws

effortlessly and poignantly from popular culture, literature and yesterday's headlines to provide lively

illustrations of his ideas. To read this book is to be guided gently, and to be addressed with respect

and dignity, by one of the truly gifted pastoral theologians of our day." (Michael Lodahl, professor of

theology and world religions, Point Loma Nazarene University)"Pain and suffering are integral to

human life, but never easy to understand or to deal with. Richard Rice's Suffering and the Search

for Meaning brings a new dimension to reflection on the meaning of suffering, one deeply imbued

with the best theological and philosophical thinking, but also attuned to contemporary human

experience. After a clear analysis of the advantages and drawbacks of six classic options, he

argues for a practical theodicy that does not try to make final sense of suffering but that helps those

in the midst of suffering to respond in a resourceful way that will enhance the meaning of life."

(Bernard McGinn, Naomi Shenstone Donnelley Professor Emeritus, Divinity School, University of

Chicago)"Writing on the problem of suffering, Richard Rice combines a philosopher's keen intellect

with a pastoral heart to produce an incisive and helpful book. The work is clear, down to earth, and

useful for those who suffer or are troubled by the fact of suffering in our world. The many

illustrations from real life are illuminating, and the discussions of the various approaches to evil are

fair and sensible. I recommend the book highly." (Stephen T. Davis,Â Russell K. Pitzer Professor of

Philosophy, Claremont McKenna College)"Richard Rice brings together two things often separated:

philosophical and theological explanations for suffering, and the practical struggle of persons trying

to make sense of suffering in their own lives or the lives of others close to them. He surveys seven



widely embraced approaches and concludes with a thoughtful chapter that provides guidance on

developing one's personal response to suffering. An open theist himself, Rice is remarkably

even-handed in describing how each of the approaches offers comfort as well as puzzles and

unanswered questions. This book provides a rich resource both for those trying to understand their

own suffering and for those who work with them and minister to them." (William Hasker, emeritus

professor of philosophy, Huntington University)"Rice presents an accessible and even-handed

overview of the dominant responses to pain and evil. I especially appreciate his bringing together

the practical and theoretical aspects, as he weaves together stories and ideas. This book helps to

round out the kind of conversations we all end up having about God, pain and the relationship

between the two!" (Thomas Jay Oord,Â author of The Nature of Love: A Theology)"Questions about

suffering never go away, nor do our attempts to explain it and live courageously in spite of it. Among

the myriad of books on the topic, Richard Rice's is distinguished by its union of theoretical and

personal concernsâ€•by the way it brings together the concrete experience of suffering and the

different ways careful thinkers have tried to explain its presence in the world. Accessible and

practical, as well as philosophically informed, Suffering and the Search for Meaning will be of great

value to physicians and other care providers as they seek to understand and respond to the full

range of their clients' needs." (Harold G. Koenig, MD, professor of psychiatry and director of the

Center for Spirituality, Theology and Health, Duke University Medical Center)"I know of no better

brief summary, analysis and critique of contemporary approaches to the problem of evil. Rice clearly

knows which approaches he favors, but his treatments of all are fair and informative. This should

become a standard text in courses on philosophy of religion as well as a useful resource for anyone

interested in theodicy." (Roger E. Olson,Â George W. Truett Theological Seminary)"In a fusion

between good scholarship and practical usefulness, Rice succeeds to show that while suffering

might not always make perfect sense, one can respond to it resourcefully. If only that, I believe his

book achieves much." (Iriann Irizarry, Seminary Studies 53 (Spring 2015))

Richard Rice is professor of religion at Loma Linda University in Loma Linda, California. He is the

author of several books, including God&#x92;s Foreknowledge and Man&#x92;s Free Will and

Reason and the Contours of Faith.

Rice explained the various approaches people have taken regarding suffering. He pointed out the

positive aspects of each approach and its weaknesses. A new insight for me was the distinctions he

made among the ways people view or experience suffering according to whether the suffering is



happening to "them," "you," or "me." He concludes, not with a synthesis, but with a piecemeal

approach that collects strengths from the various approaches. His writing style is like a quiet talk

with a friend.

Great review of different views concerning the "problem" of human suffering, in the God context. Not

to academic. Readable.

Opens your mind to different perspectives on theodicy. To me, open theism has the most promising

view.

Very good overview of the subject with out trying to push a particular point of view. Very helpful. I

ordered a second copy for our youth director to read.

Excellent reading!

An excellent review of ideas on theodicy, ending with a good synthesis of them all.

Great book. Very informative. Wonderful read.

great survey of theodicy. but the idea of "practical theodicy" seems like a theological buffet. i guess

this is good for this "relativistic world" but it's like pick and choose what you like from all these

different theodicies.
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